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Dear Vienna Newsletter Subscriber,
Get the free Vienna Instruments Pro Retina Update, and save 50% or more with Vienna
Instruments!

NEW: Vienna Instruments Pro Retina
We’re continually optimizing our software tools. Fresh from the lab, we’re happy to present
the scalable and retina-ready user interface of Vienna Instruments Pro as a free software
update. What’s more, Vienna Instruments Pro is now available as a single license
product, at a price of €55!
Get more Details

HERE
VIENNA HEROES
It’s always been our tireless quest to provide composers with the best tools imaginable to
help them conquer their musical challenges with unhinged creativity. Encompassing over
2.8 million samples, our powerful VI Series supports you with an excess of articulations to
master your orchestral adventures with the most amazing arrangements.
This March, we’re reducing the prices of over 200 VI Library products (Bundles,
Collections, Single Instruments) by a substantial amount, between 32% and 52%.
Save BIG

HERE

Here's what Hollywood Heroes say about VSL
"VSL has been a pivotal part of my composing template for many years now."
–James Newton Howard (The Dark Knight, The Hunger Games, I am Legend)
"Since I'm working in Hollywood it requires a vast library and that's why VSL is really
useful."
–Alexandre Desplat (Pets, Godzilla, Argo, The Shape of Water)
"VSL has been the center of my orchestral sample library of several years now."
–Danny Elfman (Avengers: Age of Ultron, Spider-Man, Batman)

Are you a Vienna Hero?
Take advantage of this unique opportunity and expand your symphonic arsenal. Log in to
our web shop to display your unprecedented low prices when you upgrade from
Standard Libraries to Full Libraries, or when you complete your existing libraries to
Bundles. In the latter case, please remember to purchase the Bundle, not the missing
libraries, to receive complementary discounts.
Get more details

HERE
Best Of Vienna Instruments Demos
Listen to this playlist of outstanding audio demos, created over the years with Vienna
Instruments.
Listen to the demos

HERE
Best wishes from Vienna,
Your Vienna Symphonic Library Team
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